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Among the Awgbu Igbo people in Anambra State, South-east Nigeria, praise names are
bestowed on community members as traditional identifying resources to reflect their
personalities, aspirations and social being. These names are required for all adults to
establish bonding, extend social relationships and strengthen feelings of solidarity within
their local and translocal spaces. This study undertakes a sociolinguistic investigation of
male praise names among members of the Awgbu Igbo community taking into account
how the names are socially constructed to negotiate identity and authenticity. The
discourse of praise names in Awgbu is analysed using social identity theory (Tajfel and
Turner, 1979), which maintains that at the level of the self, a person may have multiple
social identities, which widen circles of group membership, enact friendship and foster
individual identity and collective belonging. We have classified praise names based on
relevant social categories that reflect Awgbu life experiences. This study concludes that
praise names can create a platform for group members to bond socially by offering an
alternate naming enterprise which provides bearers with interactional strategies for the
discursive and ideological construction of power and dominance.
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1 Introduction
This study focuses specifically on the interaction of naming and social identity,
taking into perspective the case of praise names among the Awgbu people in
Anambra State, Nigeria. The study investigates the various categories of these
names, which permits an account of how name-bearers identify with their names
in various social circles. Anthroponomy is a multidisciplinary field that is
concerned with the study of personal names. Over the years, the study of
personal names has occupied the attention of philosophers, anthropologists,
genealogists, sociologists, sociolinguists and historians in a wide variety of
contexts. Personal names can be analysed by a combination of these scientific
approaches. According to Algeo (1992:727), anthroponomy falls under the ambit
of onomastics, which deals with the study of proper names including their forms
and uses. Mensah (2015:115) avers that ‘names and naming practices have
enormous socio-cultural, spiritual, and psychological significance in Africa and
beyond’. Naming practices take many forms. Obeng (1998:164) observes that
in Western societies, children usually take their father’s last name, whereas in
the Igbo community, children are given names by their family members. Igbo
individuals may take Western names, fathers’ names and given names in that
order, which is a recent development due to the influence of colonialization and
Western-style education systems. The sociolinguistics of naming practices in
Africa has attracted immense attention from different scholars because of the
ways ‘names and naming practices vary and reflect patterns of social
organization’ (Herbert and Bogatsu, 2001:2). Praise names are additional names
taken by individuals in various Igbo communities including Awgbu. They are
the most popular name people use in their social domains. Praise name bestowal
is very common among adults. These names incorporate praises and titles names
which re-echo Igbo philosophy and accentuate their worldview. A praise name
is an appellation for every adult in this community and its bestowal follows some
specific procedures. The procedure for taking a praise name starts with a
potential member providing kolanut (cola acuminata), drinks and/or food. After
these refreshments, the chairman of the meeting introduces the would-be
member, who will be requested to greet everybody and announce his/her chosen
praise name. The same procedure also applies when there is a need for a name
change. People who live in cities take their names during monthly community
meetings in the cities. However, when they return to their villages, they will still
be required to provide kolanut and drinks to inform community members at
home about the bestowal of their praise names. Although nicknames are also
taken as names, no procedure is followed for their bestowal.
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This study is an attempt to locate the sociolinguistic practice of praise name
bestowal among the Awgbu within the purview of social identity theory. In the
various literature on names in Africa, there is minimal documentation of praise
names, or any such study that is driven conceptually by social identity theory to
the best of the researchers’ knowledge. This is a gap in the onomastic literature
that the present study aims to fill.
2 Names and naming in the African context
There is a rich body of literature on names and naming practices in Africa from
wide-ranging interdisciplinary accounts. In this section, we give an overview of
some of the main findings from a selected body of literature on African
anthroponyms. Olenyo (2011), for example, examines personal names from a
semantic point of view, and argues that names in the African context (with a
focus on Lulogooli, Bantu, Kenya) are not labels like names in Western cultures
are, as they have both denotational and connotational meanings. Mensah and
Offong (2013) examine death prevention names among the Ibibio from a
structural perspective and conclude that in addition to the referential content of
such names, they have other formal structural properties that distinguish them
from ordinary Ibibio names. Mensah (2015) traces the source of deathprevention names to the belief in reincarnation, which is a dominant belief in
African culture, tradition and spirituality. He argues that names in this category
are ritualized representations with sufficient embedded cultural meanings,
which are also used to deceive spiritual forces in order to guarantee the survival
of the name-bearers. Obeng (1998) provides a structural analysis of the
morphology of Akan (Ghana) death-prevention names, which are given to the
child to deceive, trick and outwit the death gods, thereby diverting attention
from the child and subsequently allowing the child to live. Anyachonkeya
(2014) points out that Igbo names have social, linguistic, historical, religious
and philosophic colouring. He argues that the names of children are a projection
of not only the whims of the parents but also a window through which parents
mirror their lives and concatenations. In examining the structure of Igbo names,
Onumajuru (2016) analyses their semantic and pragmatic contents. His findings
show that the structure of Igbo names falls into three broad categories – lexical,
phrasal and sentential – which depict not just the structure of the Igbo language
but its grammar as well. For Adjah (2011), Ghanaian names can be classified
into two groups: surnames (family name) and forenames. She discusses the
reasons for the choice of particular names and the message such names convey
about the name-bearer or giver, and shows how cultural information, norms and
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values are transmitted through these names. Agyekum (2006) avers that Akan
names are not just arbitrary or meaningless labels but convey indexical
relationship with socio-cultural meanings, functions, places, time, people and
events. Address forms in Ghana are examined by Afful (2006) who details
different address terms used among undergraduate students, and discovers that
students use personal names, titles, descriptive terms and catchphrases which
reflect a vivacious and warm culture in the academic environment studied.
Conducting a sociolinguistic analysis, Abdul (2014) determines the age, gender
and regional variations of Ewe (Ghana) personal names. The findings highlight
a shift from traditional names to Christian names which represent the adopted
religious identity of name-givers. Ngubane and Thabethe (2013) claim that
naming and culture are interwoven and therefore the reclaiming of indigenous
names with the inception of democratic dispensation among the Zulu people is
perceived as a way to re-define and re-affirm their lost identities. Mahome
(1972) states that the meaning attached to names by the Basotho people (South
Africa) plays a significant role in the definition of personhood, because it is
believed that a given name does not only serve as a marker of identity, but
influences the character of the bearer. Ogunwale and Oluwafemi (2014) assert
that lack of cultural understanding, incorporation of Western culture and
colonising religions are responsible for name shifting and change among Yoruba
elites. Mensah (2016) points out that female nicknames in Calabar, Southern
Nigeria, are based on physical attributes, popular music, movie stars and
animals. The study describes nicknames as transient forms of address that define
the social context and living condition of their bearers. Female adolescents,
therefore, use nicknames to gain social space for themselves and affirm their
delight in friendship. These studies all evidence that naming practices in Africa
are important indices of the communities’ lived experiences and worldview. The
literature provides a background, context and rationale for the present study,
which aims to investigates praise names among the Awgbu people as a form of
self-expression that defines this community’s lived social experiences.
3 Theoretical framework
This article adopts Tajfel and Turner’s (1979) social identity theory, which was
further developed by Meyerhoff and Niedzielski (1994) and Meyerhoff (1996).
Tajfel and Turner’s (1979) assumption is that social identity is embedded in the
individual’s responsiveness to a certain social group, whereby there is a
consequential responsiveness to this membership after total evaluation. They
further argue that identity has a link with intergroup relations, where an identity
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is produced through one’s membership in a specific in-group as opposed to an
out-group. This is done in an attempt to establish various categories of
membership, where one could achieve a positive social identity. Thus, group
identification is a parameter for improving self-esteem. In this case, an
individual’s self-esteem is elevated when he or she compares his or her group
with an out-group. In agreement with the social identity theory, Deschamps and
Devos (1998) state that in constructing personal identity, an individual is a
unique combination of features which make him/her different from others. Thus,
in time and in space, this individual recognizes him/herself only as identical to
him/herself. In other words, what identifies him/her and marks him/her out from
others is his/her uniqueness in which he/she is aware. Importantly, de Fina
(2011:268) explains the difference between social and personal identities, where
social identity has a large category of belonging, such as those pertaining to race,
gender and political affiliation, for example, Americans, Catholics, women and
so on, and personal identities are those constructs which include not only sets of
membership categories, but both moral and physical characteristics which often
distinguish one person from another, for example, a brave man or a hardworking
person. Identity takes many forms and perspectives, such as social identity,
ethnic identity, cultural identity, linguistic identity, subjectivity, the self and the
voice (Miller, 1999:150). According to Burr (1995:106), ‘Our identity is
constructed out of the discourses culturally available to us, and which we draw
upon in our communication with other people’. He further states that ‘…identities actually come from outside; they are the way in which we are recognized
and then come to step into the place of the recognition which others give us.
Without others there is no self-recognition.’ Bucholtz and Hall’s (2005) research
on identity is a broader conceptualization of all facets of identity, whereby their
research on identity theory explores linguistic features, culture and society, all
mapped into five principles, namely, emergence, positionality, indexicality, relationality and partialness. Our interest in Bucholtz and Hall’s (2005) approach is
the indexicality principle, where focus is placed on the constructive nature rather
than the ontological nature of identity. In this context, indexicality refers to the
various mechanisms of identity constructed. In identity negotiation, indexicality
relies on ideological structures which show that the link between language and
identity is rooted in cultural beliefs, that is, ideologies of the users of language.
Thus, indexical procedures are located at all linguistic levels (2005:594).
From the above position, the indexical relation process which entails an overt
mention of identity categories and labels is relevant to the focus of this study.
Each praise name is categorized and explored to show an individual’s unique
personal identity in the Awgbu sociocultural context.
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4 Methodology
This study involved a four-month ethnographic fieldwork in a rural community
of Awgbu in Orumba North Local Government Area of Anambra State, Nigeria.
This community comprises five villages with an estimated population of about
120,000 people. Data were collected in two batches. In each of the villages in
Awgbu, primary and secondary respondents were chosen through random
sampling. The primary respondents were the male and female adult bearers of
praise names who were identified and interviewed. Their ages range from 28–
80 years. The socio-biographic profile of each respondent such as age, gender,
education, occupation and religious affiliation was noted, given that these social
variables could influence the choice of praise names. Eighty-eight primary
respondents (52 male and 36 female) participated in the study. Seventeen (10
males and 7 females) respondents were randomly selected from each village.
One of the villages, however, had twenty respondents because it has a higher
population than the others. Participant observation and oral interviews were the
key instruments for data collection. We gained insider knowledge into namebearers’ community of practice and observed their social activities, which
involved contexts where praise names were used and appreciated. We interacted
with respondents in their natural settings to observe behaviour and discover
aspects of their social circles that warranted the use of praise names. We asked
open-ended questions on the significance of praise names, their sources and the
meaningful narratives behind each name. We sought to know why praise name
bestowal is conceptualized as a productive site for negotiating identity. Other
sources of data were printed materials such as Oha (2009), names derived from
social media (Facebook) and the village meeting registers. The researchers, as
native speakers of Igbo, employed their intuitive knowledge to orientate the
research. Data were collected and recorded with the aid of field notes and an
audio recorder. Three Igbo lecturers proofread the translated names. Data was
coded and categorized into relevant social frames. They were transcribed and
glossed interlineally. Social identity theory is utilized in the descriptive analysis
of the data.
5 Data presentation and discussion
5.1 The Igbo naming system
Igbo refers to the people who are predominantly found in South-eastern Nigeria
in addition to their language and land. The Igbo language is one of the major
Nigerian languages and a regional lingua franca in South-eastern Nigeria. It is
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spoken in five States: Abia, Anambra, Ebonyi, Enugu and Imo; while some Igbo
people also live in the neighbouring states of Delta, Rivers and Edo. Among the
Igbo, a name-giver, who is usually the eldest relative, considers family
circumstances (such as the social, political and economic situations of the
parents or community as well as the number of children and their sexes) before
a child is named. The Igbo child also has a name given to him by his chi
(personal god), which is usually coined from the deity of the market day in
which he or she was born, bearing in mind the gender of the child. There are
four market days in Igboland; Èké, Óríè, Àfọ̀ and Ǹkwo̩ ́ . For example, a person
who was born on Èké market day is named Ókéké (male) and M̀ gbéké (female),
and a person who was born on Àfọ̀ is called Ókáfọ̀ (male) and M̀ gbáfọ̀ (female)
and so on. Another type of name received is the given name. This name is
bestowed on a child some days after his/her birth. The name-giver takes into
consideration the circumstances surrounding the birth of the child, family
aspirations and anticipations. This belief agrees with Onumajuru’s (2016:307)
claim that Igbo names tell stories, and show the importance attached to
traditional religion (and more recently the Christian religion) in the life of the
people. Many Igbo names reflect complete dependence on spiritual beings,
specifically the Supreme God, deities and ancestral spirits. Such names include:
Chí-bụ̀-íké-m [God-PRS-power-me] ‘God is my strength’ and Chínààgọ́rọ́m
[God-PRS-APPL-defend-IND-me] ‘God is my defender’. The third kind of
names are Western names, which arose with the emergence of Christianity,
colonial administration and more lately, globalization. According to Neethling
(2003:47), in South Africa, ‘the introduction of Christianity and education as
practised by the mission schools to Xhosa speakers brought new development
with regard to naming’. He asserts that English names were bestowed upon
Xhosa children by the missionaries (at baptism). In Igboland, Western names
started to infiltrate the culture through missionary activities and colonial
conquest. Today, with modernization and globalization, most Igbo people
include Western names in the inventory of their personal names.
Focusing on male praise names, we find that they are split into relevant social
categories that depict wealth, death, strength, generosity, kingship, chi (The
Supreme Being), dignity and life circumstances. In the following discussion, we
analyse these praise names based on each of these categories.
5.2 Names associated with wealth
As a result of increasing income and wealth inequality in the Awgbu
community, people use their praise names to denote their social positions and
economic status in order to earn respect and admiration from the local
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population. Praise names that mirror wealth are further reclassified under three
sub-themes, those that highlight: (a) the significance of wealth, (b) the
inexhaustibility of wealth and (c) the philosophical reconstruction of wealth.
Names that resonate the significance of wealth are presented in examples (1a)
to (1f):
(1a) Ìdé jí ḿbà
Pillar hold nation
‘The pillar that holds the community’
(1b) Ó- mé ǹkè á-hụ̀
-rụ̀anya
3SG do DET APPL-see-IND eye
‘One whose deeds are visible’
(1c) Ó- mé ífé úkwú
3SG do thing big
‘Doer of great things’
(1d) Àkụ̀á- bà- tá
Wealth APPL-enter-indeed
‘Wealth has come’
(1e) Àkụ̀ńné
Wealth mother
‘Mother’s wealth’
(1f) Àkụ̀nwá-tà
Wealth child-little
‘Child’s wealth’

In the Awgbu community, people who stand out as pillars of the community are
seen as powerful men who can fight and defend the community during times of
inter-communal war. Such people also support the community financially. They
prefer to be identified and addressed with names such as Ìdéjíḿbá ‘Pillar of the
community’, Óméǹkèáhụ̀rụ̀anya ‘One whose deeds are visible’ as well as
Óméíféúkwú ‘Doer of great things’. In the course of our interviews, we were
informed of the developmental efforts some respondents had initiated and
completed for their community in order to earn these names. These included
sponsoring the education of many children, building community halls and often
giving food items to widows. The bearer of the name Àkụ̀ábàtá ‘Wealth has
come’ tells us how he struggled in life to eke out a living until the birth of his
second child – a girl who was named Àkùńnà ‘Father’s wealth’. With her arrival,
the father became wealthy, which changed the fortune of his family. This led to
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his identification with his praise name, which evokes a stronger emotional
attachment to this daughter. This is also applicable to Àkụ̀ńné ‘Mother’s wealth’,
which can be a given as well as a taken name, and can be given to a female child.
Adult males prefer to identify with a name that portrays wealth, which is
believed to come from the mother. Àkụ̀nwátà ‘Child’s wealth’, however, is taken
by younger wealthy individuals.
Another sub-category of wealth-related Awgbu praise names is those that
depict the inexhaustibility of wealth. These are documented in examples (2a) to
(2d):
(2a) É rí- bé á-gwụ́á-gwụ́
3SG eat-PROG NEG-finish NEG-finish
‘One whose wealth is inexhaustible’
(2b) Àkụ̀ḿ tí-wá-rá ụ́
gbọ́
Wealth POSS beat-beak-PST boat
‘My wealth is beyond bound’
(2c) Àkụ̀á-gwụ́á-gwụ́
Wealth NEG-finish NEG-finish
‘Wealth does not finish’
(2d) À mụ̀rụ̀ònyé nà égó?
3SG born-IND who and money
‘Who is born with money?’

There are different levels of wealth accumulation in the Awgbu community. One
of the respondent’s states that some praise names portray the depth of one’s
wealth, like Éríbéágwụ́ágwụ́ ‘One whose wealth is inexhaustible’ and
Àkụ̀ḿtíwáráụ́gbọ́ ‘My wealth is beyond bound’. The bearers of these names are
wealthy people who have established many streams of income. According to
one respondent, the name Àkụ̀ágwụ́ágwụ́ ‘Wealth does not finish’ also portrays
the bearer’s limitless wealth. However, the study reveals that being wealthy is
not predetermined. A respondent states that often a child from a poor
background may become rich, much to the amazement of other community
members. This scenario often leads people to take name such as
Àmụ̀rụ̀ònyénàégó? ‘Who is born with money?’ Many of the respondents with
names in this category testify that their taken praise names are a reflection of
their wealthy status in the community.
Names that depict the philosophical reconstruction of wealth is the last subcategory of wealth-related praise names. These names portray Igbo belief and
ideology in relation to wealth. They are shown in (3a) to (3e):
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(3a) Àkụ̀é-zù ḿkpà
Wealth NEG-complete need
‘Wealth does not provide all needs’
(3b) Àkụ̀é-gbò ḿkpà
Wealth NEG-prevent problem
‘Wealth does not solve all problems’
(3c) Ónyé nwé-ré ḿmádụ̀kà ónyé nwé-ré égó
Who has-IND person greater who has-IND money
‘He who has a person is greater than he who has wealth’
(3d) Àku ̀é-nwé uĺoˊ
Wealth NEG-have house
‘Wealth does not discriminate’
(3e) Àkụ̀nà è-sí óbì íké
Wealth DEM PRE-cook heart strong
‘Wealth gives courage’

The names Àkụ̀ézùḿkpà ‘Wealth does not provide all needs’ and Àkụ̀égbòḿkpà
‘Wealth does not solve all problems’ illustrate the social constraints of wealth.
A respondent argues that one can live in considerable affluence yet may not be
happy due to distress or a particular affliction. Another respondent states that
regardless of one’s luxury lifestyle, his wealth does not solve all his problems.
It cannot ‘run an errand’ for him. He further stresses that the community believes
that there is a limit to what wealth can do for an individual. Hence certain names
portray the fact that the Igbo people put great value on the human person. For
the Igbo people, a child is the greatest wealth a family or society can possess,
leading to the saying that Ónyé nwéré ḿmádụ̀ kà ónyé nwéré égó ‘He who has
a person is greater than he who has wealth’. This belief is also reflected in some
personal names such as Nwákákụ̀ ‘child is greater than wealth’. One respondent
avers that wealth in the Igbo tradition is not quantified in terms of money only,
but includes the acquisition of land, large yam barns, economic trees as well as
having many wives and children. Genuine wealth which is derived from hard
work is respected, while questionable wealth is frowned upon by the society.
The name Àku ̀énwé úlo ́’Wealth does not discriminate’ demonstrates that
people from either rich or poor backgrounds can both be wealthy. A respondent
confirms the magnanimity of the name-bearer who is generous in the distribution
of his wealth. However, a name such as Àkụ̀nàèsíóbìíké ‘Wealth gives courage’
portrays the power of wealth in the demonstration of bravery. One respondent
states how one young wealthy man boasted that he would complete his new
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house in three months when he had not even laid the foundations of the house
yet. His friends laughed at him, although it only took the young man about ten
weeks to complete his house and also construct the road leading to the house.
According to one respondent, the young man’s wealth was the source of his
courage. The display of wealth through praise names serves two main functions
in the Awgbu community. Firstly, it indicates one’s ability to fit into a particular
social group, and secondly, it is used as evidence of power and influence over
peers and other members of the community who are not so privileged.
5.3 Names associated with strength and power
This category of names portrays the bearers as people with influence, strength
and power. These names are also used as metaphors to demonstrate the financial
or physical might and influence of the name-bearers. These are illustrated in (4a)
to (4f):
(4a) Ò gbú ágụ́
3SG kill lion
‘Lion killer’/‘a brave person’
(4b) Ọ̀
hà mà díké
Public know great-person
‘A great person is known by all’
(4c) Ò-mé kà ágụ́
3SG-do like lion
‘One who is courageous and bold’
(4d) Ike mba
Power Nation
‘The strength of a nation’
(4e) Ọ́pụ̀
-tá Ò bíé
3SG exit- out 3SG end
‘One whose appearance settles all matters’
(4f) Ágụ́ná è-ché ḿbà
Lion DEM PRS-protect nation
‘The lion that guards the society’

The bearers of this category of names prefer to identify with their names based
on their achievements in life. According to one respondent whose father is
Ògbúágụ́ ‘Lion killer’, his father lived in Ondo State where he was farming and
hunting, and during one of his hunting expeditions he nearly lost his life when
he was attacked by a lion, which he went on to kill. The feat automatically
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earned him this praise name, which portrays him as a brave and fearless man.
The name Ọ̀ hàmàdíké ‘A great person is known by everybody’ reflects the
knowledge that the people have about one another. According to one respondent,
wealth, generosity, bravery, strength and hard work are some of the positive
attributes people are identified by in the community. One respondent describes
the strength of an individual with the praise name Ọ̀ hàmàdíké. According to this
respondent, everyone in the community knows the praise name-bearer as a
philanthropist who never relents in helping to solve other community members’
problems. In taking the praise name Ikemba ‘the strength of a nation’, two
ideological concepts are involved in the bestowal, namely a person’s ability to
fight and defend the community during inter-communal conflicts or war, and a
person’s financial ability to provide beyond his household or single-handedly
execute community-oriented projects. A respondent with this name explains that
he is well known for his contribution to installing electricity in the community’s
built environment, and for building a tarmac road in the town. According to him,
the community appreciated his individual efforts in these endeavours, which
explains his praise name. Another name like Ọpụtaobie ‘One whose appearance
settles all matters’ makes reference to the power of its bearer to make peace and
reconcile conflicting interests and/or parties in the community. In the same
manner, the name Ágụ́náèchéḿbà ‘The lion that guards the society’, according
to one respondent is given to a powerful member of the community. The bearer
of this name can protect people with his wealth or physical strength. He protects
his kin/community from external aggression and marginalization. The bearer
details an example of how he was able to have someone arrested for trespassing
on the land belonging to one of his kinsmen, an action that gives protection to
those who are close to him.
5.4 Names associated with generosity
Many people might be rich, but few are known for their generosity. Generous
members of the community are committed to keeping the community clean,
training community members by awarding scholarships to students and giving
money to people who are in need, as pointed out by a respondent. A generous
person according to some respondents may be rewarded with a title that
acknowledges this generosity, or excluded from participating in community
clean-up exercises. The names in this category are shown in examples (5a) to
(5e):
(5a) Ò-mé égó
3SG-do money
‘A free giver’
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(5b) Ùbé ọ̀
hà
Pear public
‘A public pear’ (Community benefactor)
(5c) Íyí á-tá-tá
Water NEG-dry-dry
‘Water does not dry’ (A ceaseless donor)
(5d) Ò-gbú éfí
3SG-kill cow
‘A cow killer’ (Philanthropist)
(5e) Ọ́chị́
-lị́ọ̀zụ̀- ọ́
3SG gather-IND 3SG train IMP
‘One who gathers (people) and trains (them)’

The praise-name-bearer Òméégó ‘A free giver’, which symbolizes wealth that
is circulated, identifies with this name more than his personal name. Ùbéọ̀hà
‘Community pear’ indexes the bearer’s generosity. Íyíátátá ‘A humanitarian/
selfless donor’ is taken by a man who is also seen to be generous, selfless and a
dependable pillar of the community. A respondent attests that he prefers to
identify with this praise name than his first name Ònyédị̀kàchí ‘Who is like God’
because of the social value attached to the name. However, the name Ògbúéfí
‘A philanthropist’ does not portrays physical strength like Ògbúágú ‘a brave
person’ but could be likened with Ọ́ chị́lị́ọ̀zụ̀ọ́ ‘One who gathers people and
trains them’ because the name represents the generosity of its bearer in
providing for many members of the community. Such a person builds and
facilitates the economic empowerment of community members.
Some of the names in this category depict the popularity of the bearer and
their commitment to serve the community. One such name is Ọ̀ sụ́ọ́fíá ‘One who
caters for the masses’, which is explained by one respondent as relating to the
bearer as ‘not just a person that has money, but one who is willing to assist in
executing community’s projects. He solves people’s problems and relieves them
of their financial burdens.’ According to the name-bearer, he did not choose the
name himself; rather, his age-grade members honoured him with the name in
appreciation of his contributions, not just to the age-grade but to the developmental benefits of the whole community. This is a case of emergence identity,
where the bearer of the name identifies with the name given to him by the
community instead of taking his own name. Similar to this name is Òméréọ̀hà
‘A selfless person/One who does things for the benefit of all’. This name also
describes one who helps others in the community, either financially, materially
or otherwise.
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5.5 Names associated with kingship
A common saying in Igboland is (Igbo) Énwé ézè ‘Igbo have no king’. This may
be attributed to the socio-political system of Igbo communities where any
sensitive decisions affecting the people are collectively agreed upon. This
political ideology contributed to the failure of an indirect rule system in
Igboland. However, many people have taken names that depict ézè ‘kingship’
not because they are kings in a real sense, but because an Igbo man may believe
that he is a king in his own homestead. Some men take names associated with
kings according to one respondent because such a person has the attributes of a
king and answers to a name like Ezekwesịrị ‘One who is worthy to be king’.
Similar to this is Ézèùgò ‘The pride of a king’. As an eagle possesses the
qualities that make it the king of birds, in the same way some people possess
attributes that make them stand out as a king. This applies to the praise name
Ézèáhụ̀rụ̀kwé ‘A king that is self-evident’. Other selected names associated with
Ézè ‘Kingship’ are shown in (6a) to (6d):
(6a) Igbo É-nwé ézè
Igbo NEG-has king
‘Igbo have no king’
(6b) Ézè kwè-sị-̀rị̀
King agree-worthy-IND
‘One who is worthy of a king’
(6c) À-hụ̀
-bà-rà ézè ámá
NEG-see-enter-IND king mark
‘Kingship is not by sight’
(6d) Ézè á ná tụ́ányá
King 3SG PRS expect eye
‘A king that is expected’

A respondent who bears the praise name Àhụ̀bàràézèámá ‘Kingship is not by
sight’ attests that his name is based on the ideology that kings are ‘made’ and
therefore anyone can be one. He states that some people may have the attributes
of a king (riches, respectfulness, honesty and fairness). The bearer of the name
Ézèánàtụ́ányá ‘the king that is being expected’ narrates how he got his name.
Since childhood, he excelled in class (by always being one of the best) and in
business (within the first year of starting his own business, he was able to buy a
car). According to this respondent, the day he bought drinks for his friends to
celebrate his first car was the day they gave him the praise name, and he prefers
to identify with it more than his conventional name. This is another clear case
of emergence identity.
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5.6 Names associated with God the Almighty
The belief in Igboland in Chí-úkwú ‘God the Almighty’ the creator of all things,
and in His supremacy and strength is widespread. The people also believe in the
Igbo traditional religion represented by one’s chi, who assists the Supreme
Being. Examples of praise names that reflect bearers’ religious ideology and
identity are shown in (7a) to (7e):
(7a) Chí kè-rè ụ̀
bá
God create-IND wealth
‘God creates wealth’
(7b) Chí wè-ní-té
God raise-up-indeed
‘God elevates’
(7c) Chí á -nụ́m̀
bá
God NEG-hear admonition
‘God cannot be admonished’
(7d) Ébé ónyé dà-rà kà chí yá kwá-tù-rù yá
Where person fall-PST DEM god his push-down-IND him
‘A man’s fate is predetermined by his gods’
(7e) Ọ́
gọ́bụ̀chí ònyè
In-law PRS God someone
‘In-laws are one’s god’ (An in-law is one’s helper)

The names Chíkèrèụ́bá ‘God creates wealth’ and Chíwèníté ‘God elevates’
affirm that everything is in the hands of God Almighty, and there is nothing one
can do or achieve without God. Another name that also exerts the supremacy of
God is Chíánụ́m̀ bá ‘God cannot be admonished’. This expresses the superiority
of the almighty God and the position of humans as mere mortals, and as a result,
practically powerless to query the Almighty God. To the Igbo people, God owns
wealth, and has power to uplift anyone at any time. A respondent states that Chíúkwú has the supreme power and the Igbo people believe strongly in this God.
Anything that happens to someone is made possible by his chí (destiny)
supported by Chí-úkwú ‘God the Almighty’. Another respondent states that this
belief leads to a saying, Ébé ónyé dàrà kà chí yá kwátùrù yá ‘A man’s fate is
predetermined by his gods’. Ọ́ gọ́bụ̀chíònyè ‘In-laws are one’s God’ is another
name that describes the role of in-laws in the Igbo society; they are compared to
God, who is the maker of all things.
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5.7 Names associated with dignity
Dignity is a highly valued virtue among the Igbo people. According to one
respondent, an Igbo man does everything possible to protect his family name.
Names that portray the virtue of dignity are shown in (8a) to (8d):
(8a) Ézí áhà kà égó
Good name greater money
‘A good name is better than riches’
(8b) Ùgò bụ̀ézè
Eagle PRS kingship
‘Eagle is the king’ (The pride of kingship is in its honour)
(8c) Áká jí ùgò
Hand hold eagle
‘The hand that holds an eagle’ (The symbol of honour)
(8d) Ńnà nyè-rè ùgò
Father give-PST eagle
‘An eagle given by the father’ (An honour bestowed by the
father)

According to one respondent, a name such as Ézíáhàkàégó ‘A good name is
better than riches’ is taken to illustrate that no matter how wealthy a person
might be, he tries to make sure that his name is not associated with any evil or
abominable acts, such as murder, theft, laziness, avoidance of responsibilities,
rape or any other social vices. According to a respondent, since ùgò ‘eagle’
symbolizes honour, pride, strength and royalty, it is the people’s belief that ùgò
is the king of birds and, as the king, the name carries honour, dignity, royalty
and pride. This belief translates to such names as Ùgòbụ̀ézè ‘The pride of
kingship is in its honour’. The name Ákájíùgò ‘the symbol of honour’, according
to a respondent, is oriented more to one’s ability to access or secure this royalty
(which is not meant for ordinary people) and which the eagle symbolizes. This
respondent attests that only a few powerful, respected and honourable
individuals can achieve this royal status. This is also applicable to Ńnànyèrèùgò
‘An honour bestowed by the father’. This name is often taken by a person whose
father obviously contributed to making the person great, for example if the father
is the source of one’s wealth or title. Thus, this name serves as a tribute or a
recognition of one’s father’s positive achievements.
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5.8 Names associated with circumstances of life
The Igbo name their children based on the circumstances surrounding their
births or the anticipation of the parents. Similarly, there are many praise names
among the Awgbu people that portray life circumstances and social conditions
that bearers must have experienced. Some of the selected male praise names in
this category are illustrated in (9a) to (9e):
(9a) É-mé-né-lé ụ̀
wà ọ́
nụ́
3SG-do-boast-NEG World mouth
‘Do not boast over good fortunes of the world’
(9b) Ònyé mà échí?
Who know tomorrow?
‘Who can predict tomorrow’?
(9c) Íhé á-dị́kà é chè-rè
Thing NEG-be as 3SG think-IND
‘Things do not turn out as expected
(9d) Ọ̀
hà kwé
Public agree
‘If the people agree’
(9e) Á-fụ̀
-rụ̀kwé
3SG-see-IND agree
‘Seeing is believing’

There are narratives and philosophies behind some of the names in this category.
Most of them point to the Igbo philosophy and cultural orientation that consensus
agreement is greater that a personally motivated decision of an individual,
irrespective of his position or status. Some of the names also capture the people’s
belief that one’s fate is the prerogative of God. For example, a respondent whose
praise name is Éménéléụ̀wàọ́nụ́ ‘Do not boast over good fortunes of the world’
narrates why he chooses the name. According to him, two of his associates were
rich and often boasted of their hard work, and ridiculed him as a failure. Before
they married, the respondent was better off than them financially, and decided
to take this praise name to tell people that wealth means more than hard work.
Similar to this name is Ònyémàéchí? ‘Who can predict tomorrow’? and
Íhéádị́kàéchèrè ‘Things do not turn out as expected’. The fact that one is rich or
healthy today does not mean that the same will be true for tomorrow. A name
like Ọ̀ hàkwé ‘If the people consent’ reveals the communal life of the Awgbu
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people. The community is structured in such a way that people agree upon and
do things together, and anyone that goes against this ethic is sanctioned, leading
to names like Áfụ̀rụ̀kwé ‘Seeing is believing.
6 Findings and conclusion
In the Awgbu community, praise names are important tools for social
interaction, individual identification, group membership and cultural
symbolism, which reflects the worldview of the Igbo people generally. While
praise names are taken by both male and female adults, the focus of this paper
has been on male praise names only. In this study, male praise names were
classified into subcategories such as those representing wealth, strength,
generosity, kingship, Supreme Being (chi), dignity and other life circumstances.
It is observed that name-bearers and users prefer praise names for reference and
address because the names reflexively define who they are in terms of their
social personalities, dreams, aspirations and culture. We discovered that there
were some members of the Awgbu community who do not have praise names,
based on their religious ideology or inclination. These are usually individuals of
the Christian denomination who often prefer to be called by their first names
instead of any praise name. This can be explained as due to in-group
identification in this religious community.
One of the common features of personal names and praise names is that they
tell stories about the bearers life experiences. While a personal name tells a
family story, a praise name focuses on the bearer’s social story. It is also
observed that in this culture, the people bear both their personal names and their
various praise names in their social gatherings. Praise names are for social
interaction and in-group identification, which is a reflection of the ‘self’
(personality) within the community. It is also observed that praise names have
communicative and instructional implications for the community and the bearer.
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Appendix: List of abbreviations
PRS
IND
NEG
EMPH
POSS
3SG

Present Tense
Indicative
Negation
Emphasis
Possessive
Third Person Singular

APPL
DEM
PST
PROG
DET
IMP

Applicative
Demonstrative
Past Tense
Progressive
Determiner
Imperative
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